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Abstract - -The stimation of diffusion coefficients having only L ¢¢ bounds in parabolic equatlons 
is considered. Existence is obtained within a more general class of parabolic operators by means of 
G-convergence. The corresponding semi-dlscrete problems are related to the original problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let fl be an open bounded domain in R 3 with a Lipschitz boundary F, Q = f lx  (0, T) and 
E = F × (0, T). We study parabolic initial boundary value problems of the form 
ut - V . (a(x) Vu) = f inQ, 
u =0 on E, 
u(O)=uo inf ' ,  
(1.1) 
with f E L2(Q) and a E L~(f~), where 0 < v _< a(x) < p almost everywhere in fL This system 
of equations gives a model of the flow of a fluid through a medium with permeability a. More 
generally, we may view (1.1) as special case of a more general system 
u~+Au= f inQ, 
u= 0 on E, 
u(0)=u0 in~,  
(1.2) 
in which the differential operator V • (a V) is replaced by an elliptic operator 
A~o- E (-l)l¢*IDaaa#D~°' aa#"-a.a. (1.3) 
lol,I~l_<~ 
In either case, assuming that the pressure z is observed and that the initial condition u0 and the 
forcing function f are known, the parameter estimation problem seeks to determine an operator 
A (or the coefficients a) from within an admissible class such that the corresponding solution 
u(z, t) "matches" z(z,t). 
It should be emphasized that in a physically relevant situation the bounds v and p of the 
permeability a are given apriori and are the essential constraints on the set of admissible parame- 
ters. In this paper we are interested in the estimation of possibly discontinuous coefficients a(z). 
Hence, we impose minimal assumptions. The set of admissible parameters i taken as 
.Aad ---- {a E L c~ (f~) : 0 < v _< a(x) _< p almost everywhere in n},  
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or  
Aad = {A of the form (1.3) :vl,~12< E aa~"~-<#l~12f°ranyn-tuple~}" (1.5) 
I-I,I~I<1 
We require no other smoothness assumptions. Moreover, our results are formulated for domains 
in R n. 
Our approach is to formulate the estimation problem in terms of a minimization problem to 
determine a parameter by a least squares fit to the data z. Denoting the dependence of the 
solution u of (1.1) upon a by u(a), we consider the problem: 
Find a0 E Aad such that 
J (ao)  = in f{ J (a )  : a e `Aad}, (1.6) 
where J(a)- Ilu(a)- zllz, 
where the observation space Z is taken to be L~(Q) and where z is the given data. It is well 
known that `A~d is only w*-compact in L°°(~). Hence, the problem we have formulated may 
not have a solution due to the lack of sufficient compactness [1,2]. To obtain existence, typically 
the set of admissible functions is restricted to more regular functions and, either constraints are 
imposed on the admissible coefficients [1,3] or the fit-to-data functional is regularized [4]. See 
also [5-7] for a more restrictive setting. 
Here, since we are interested in problems with only L °° (f/) coefficients, we avoid the imposition 
of norm constraints in Sobolev spaces or regularization ofthe functional for the sake of existence 
and stability. Instead, we introduce the notion of G-convergence of parabolic operators [8,9]. 
We mention references [10,11] as other works in identification that discuss G-convergence. As it 
stands, however, the set of parabolic problems (1.1) with coefficients in `Aad is not closed under 
G-convergence. Accordingly, we imbed our problem in the set of parabolic initiai-boundary value 
problems of the form (1.2) and provide convergence in the class of operators A that include 
those that arise from `Aad. The admissible sets for these operators are compact with respect o 
G-convergence. Hence, we obtain existence by generalizing the models instead of restricting the 
coefficients. 
Typically, estimation problems for equations uch as (1.1) are solved by means of a double 
discretization process, that is, the state space and the parameter space are discretized to produce 
a finite dimensional minimization problem. For the case of triangular finite elements used here 
to approximate he state, we produce numbers that are averages over the finite element triangles 
possessed by any optimal estimator. If one then restricts the admissible set of parameters to a 
finite dimensional set ,A M , one may use this set of numbers to find an estimator within A M . 
Finally, we mention the approach of Falk [12] in which data z is used to produce a differential 
equation which a must satisfy. This method, of course, must assume considerable smoothness on 
the parameter. 
In the subsequent sections we discuss the existence results for (1.1) and (1.2) via the theory of 
G-convergent parabolic operators. In addition, we describe a numerical algorithm which does not 
require further estrictions on the set of admissible parameters ,Aad and consider the convergence 
behavior of the suggested scheme. 
2. THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM 
There are two aspects to a meaningful formulation of an estimation problem. The first is to for- 
mulate a suitable xistence theory. This requires the specification ofsets of admissible parameters 
and fit-to-data functionals to be physically meaningful and to have compatible compactness and 
continuity properties for existence. This is often accomplished by regularization ofthe functional 
or by the imposition of constraints. Here, we obtain existence in a class of models in which we 
imbed ,Aad. This collection of models may be viewed in terms of a complete metric space, and 
`Aad is a precompact set in this space. Moreover, the class of models is still physically meaningful. 
Second, one must formulate reasonable finite dimensional problems for which there exist solu- 
tions. Furthermore, the choice of these problems must be justified by establishing their relation 
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to the original problem. That is, the solutions of the discrete stimation problems hould be 
shown to converge in some manner to solutions of the original problem. In regularized or con- 
strained problems, regularity properties of the optimal estimator may be used to obtain limit 
theorems [3,4]. Here, because the admissible set is so large, we feel justified in assuming that 
there exists a solution a0 in the set .Aad such that u(ao) equals the target z. Indeed, this assump- 
tion is made in [4], for example, under much more restrictive conditions. We use this fact then 
to relate the discrete problems to the original. 
As we indicated in Section 1, a solution to the problem 
Find ao • .,4ad such that J(ao) = inf{J(a) : a • Aad} 
may not exist. However, we consider the operators 
.~.d = ( -v .  (, v ) : ,  • A.d}. 
and the set of elliptic operators 
=/A  satisfying (1.3) : v I~12 < 
Note that .Aad C .A. 





Define the function d/ : .4 x ~ ---* R, the subscript denotes dependence on f ,  by 
dy(Ax, Az) = I l u (Ax)  - u(A~)ll,~(0,T;x). 
Now d is not a metric on .A since 
u(A~) = u(A2) 
does not generally imply A1 = A2. This is a question dealt with in the analysis of the identifia- 
bility of the system see [8,13,14]. Hence, we define the sets of operators 
`41 = {A E ~ : u(A) = u(A1) in L~(Q)}. 
Observe that ` 4t is convex and closed since from (2.3) the coefficients aa,o are w*-eompact in 
L~Cn). 
Consider the set 
.4 = {2 : .  • ~), (2.4) 
and define the function d : ` 4 x `4 --* R by 
d(A1,22) = d(A1, Az). 
This functional defines a metric on ` 4. Furthermore, it follows from G-convergence (see the 
Appendix) that `4 is compact. The set ` 4,d, where 
A.~ = {2: A • ~.d}, 
is precompact in this space. 
u = u(Ai), i = 1, 2, of the equations 
ut + Ai u = f in Q, 
u=0 on E, 
u(0) = u0 in f~. 
Set H - L2(f2), V = H0~(i2) and V' - H-l(f l ) .  Let f E L2(0, T; H) and consider the solutions 
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Now, it is obvious that the fit-to-data functional 
jC J i )  = II ,(A) - ZlIL~CQ) 
is continuous on .A with metric d and is nonnegative. Hence, the problem of minimizing J over 
-Aad has a solution in .A. Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The generalized problem: 
Find .4o • A such 
J(-4o) - inf{j(A): .4 • A~d}, 
(2.5)  
has a solution. 
REMARK 2.1. Of course, we have not solved the original problem in Theorem 2.1. What has 
been done, however, is to solve the problem within a class of models that includes our original. 
Indeed, in approaching the estimation problem, the initial boundary value problem (1.1) may, in 
fact, be the incorrect model and that of (1.2) may be more appropriate. If the limit is not an 
operator associated with a coefficient in .Aad, then what can be said about it? The solution is 
a limit of a G-convergent sequence of parabolic (elliptic) operators. Its characterization may be 
given in terms of the N-condition mentioned in the Appendix. If, in addition, one can show that 
a minimizing sequence {ak} in aad converges in L2(fl), to some limit, then that limit belongs 
to ~4ad. This implies that in any space dimension constraints in Hl(l~), or regularization in 
addition to the pointwise constraints, are sufficient o imply existence in .Aad. We point out that 
this improves the usual condition that .Aad compactly embeds into L°°(fl), (cf. [1]). 
REMARK 2.2. In the next section we consider the approximation ofthe estimation problem using 
the Gaierkin technique. In this case the following problem has a solution. 
Find a0 E .Aad such that 
(2.6) 
JN (ao) -: inf{ JN (a) : a E .Aad}, 
where JN(a) = [luN(a)-- ZlIL2(O,T;tl ). In this sense the above discussion regarding G-convergence 
furnishes a device by which existence of a problem related to the original may be obtained. What 
is of importance is to relate problem (2.6) to problem (2.5). 
3. CONVERGENCE OF GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS 
To obtain numerical solutions of the parameter estimation problem (1.1), (1.6), we use the 




are obtained by solving the system 
(u~(., t), taj ) + fa a(x) VuN(x, t). Vtaj (x) dx = (f(., t), ~j), 
for j = 1,... ,N, t E (O,T), with the initial condition 
N 




where u N - proj L2uo onto the span {tai}N=l. Defining the matrices G and G(a) and the column 
vector ~ by 
a,~ = (~,, V~), O(a),~ = [ a(x) V~,(x) • V~(x)  dx 
df l  
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and 
£(t)~ = (f ( . , t ) ,  ~,~), 
we may rewrite equations (3.1), (3.2) as 
G,¢, + ~Z = ,~, z(0) = ~o" 
By well-known arguments [14], it can be shown that 
u N ---* u weakly in L2(0, T; V), 
u N ~ ut weakly in L2(0, T; V'), 
as N --* c~. Thus, it follows that u N ---* u in L~(O, T; H). 
We now define the functional 
and consider the problem: 
JN  (a) ~- IluN (a) -- ZlIL2(O,T;H), 





PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists a solution to problem (3.4). 
PROOF. This follows immediately from the fact that the state mapping a ~-, uN(a)  is continuous 
from .mad into L2(0, T; H) for Aaa equipped with the w*-topology of L~(f~). | 
The question to be addressed here is how to relate problem (3.5) and its solution with the 
problem discussed in the previous ection. 
We begin by observing that while uN(a) ---* u(a) in L2(f~) for each a E .Add, we cannot expect 
the convergence to be uniform on ./lad. Indeed, if this were true, then the mapping a ~-* u(a) 
would be continuous with respect o the w*-topology of,4ad, since all uN(a) are continuous in this 
topology. On the other hand, it is known [8,9] that there are sequences of coefficients {an}~=t in 
./lad which have different w*- and G-limits. Since the mapping a ~ u(a) is continuous in the sense 
of G-convergence, this means that it cannot be continuous in the w*-topology. Nevertheless, the 
following result can be established. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a N, N = 1,2,... be solutions of(3.4).  Then, 
lira JlV(aNo) <_ inf J(a). 
N---*c~ aE,A6a 
PROOF. Let a E .Add. Then, from the optimality of a0 ~, it follows that 
jN(~N) < j~(a) .  
Now, since uN(a) .--* u(a) ill L~(G) as N ~ c~, we see that, for e > 0, there exists an integer 
N(e)  such that if N > N(e),  then 
IJN(a) -- J(a)l ~ IluN(~) -- u(~)ll ~ ~. 
Hence, we have, for any N ~ N(e),  
JN  (aNo ) ~ J(a) + e. 
~"mJN(aNo ) ~_ J(a), 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we see that 
for any a E Qad, and the result follows. | 
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We now introduce the following attainability hypothesis [4]. We view that in the present case it 
is physically reasonable since we have insisted on imposing as few restrictions on .Add as possible. 
z • U(Aad); that is, there exists -a •.Aad such that u(-a) = z. (HI) 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that (H1) holds. Let 
eN = I luNC-a) - -  u(-a)ll~(q) = I luN( -a )  - -  z l IL~cQ)-  
Define the sets 
oo  
AN = {a • Aad : JN(a) < eN}, and Ao = N AN. 
N=I 
Let the elements -aM • ,mad be defined, for M = 1,2, . . . ,  from the condition -a M • AM=tAN. 
Then, any w*-accumulation point "6 of the sequence {-aM}~=t is in Ao. Moreover, Ao is w*- 
compact and Ao C {a • .Add : u(a) = z}. 
PROOF. Since every JN(a) is w*-continuous, every set AN is w*-compact and nonempty. Hence, 
A0 is nonempty and w*-compact. Furthermore, by the definition of AN and (3.4), it follows that 
Ao C {a • .Add : u(a) = z}. Finally, let ~ be a w*-limit of -aM and let e > 0. Consider in the 
L2(Q)-norm, 
Ilu(~) - zll _ IluN(aD - u(~)ll + IluN(~) - uN(-aM)II + IluN(-aM) - zll. 
Since eN "* 0, as N ~ ~,  there exists an N, such that, for any N > NI,eN < ~. Similarly, 
there exists an N2 such that, for any g >_ N~, ][uN(~) -- u(~)[[ < ~. Fix an N > max{N,, N~}. 
By the definition, -a M 6 AN for any M > g and, therefore, [[uN(-a M) -- z[[ < eN < ~ for any 
such M. Since the mapping a --* uN(a) is w*-continuous, it follows that there exists M > N 
such that  HuN(a) - uN(-aM)II ~ ~. Therefore, [[u(~) - z][ < e and ~ 6 A0. II 
REMARK 3.1. The above theorem provides justification for the following algorithm. Assuming 
{eN}~=l to be known, the functionals jM are minimized simultaneously over the set .Aad. Then, 
any -aM 6 A~=IAN can be taken as an approximation to the solution (estimated coefficient) of 
the parameter estimation problem. Since in the subsequent section the solution -a is taken to 
satisfy 
jN(-~) = ra in  [luN(a) - zll, 
a E A~,, 
for fixed N, we shall not develop this subject further in this paper. 
4. F IN ITE  DIMENSIONAL FORM 
OF THE PARAMETER EST IMATION PROBLEM 
As it was mentioned in the previous sections, our approach to the solution of the parameter 
estimation problem is based: (i) on the Galerkin approximation 
N 
u~(., t) = ~ c,(t) ~,(-) 
/=1 
of the state u, and (ii) on the minimization of the cost functional 
JN(a) = IluN(a) - zl l  (4.1) 
over the set of admissible parameters 
Aod = {a 6 L°°(ft) : 0 < v _< a(z) _< # a.e. in ft}. (4.2) 
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More precisely, for any given a E .Aad, the Galerkin approximation is found by solving the system 
of ordinary differential equations 
t (u, N (., t), ~,) + ] ,  a(x) Vu N (z, t).  V~,(x) dx = (f(., t), ~,,), 
for i = 1,.. . ,  N or equivalently, solving the system 
(uN(  ., 0), tai) = (uo, ~pi), (4.3) 
GZ'+ 0(a),¢ = Z' £(0) = ~o" (4.4) 
Let us consider the matrix G(a) in detail. The mapping a ~-* G(a) of L2(f0 into R N2 is linear 
and w*-continuous. Furthermore, two different coefficients al and a2 in A,a produce the same 
u N if the matrices G(al) and G(a2) are equal. We may view the minimization probhm for JN(a) 
as a minimization over a compact subset G(.dad) of R N2. Taking into account he symmetric 
structure of G, i.e., 
this set is, in fact, in a N(N+ 1)/2 dimensional subspaee of R N2. The dimension may be reduced 
further if the basis functions N {~i}i=x are taken in such a way that the matrix G is sparse. In 
particular, this applies to finite element approximations. On the other hand, the structure of the 
set G(.Aad) may be quite complicated, preventing an efficient minimization of the functional jN .  
However, there is a remarkable case where we can avoid such difficulties. 
Let f~ be partitioned into triangular regions {At}M=1. Let N {~i }i=1 be piecewise linear functions 
that are defined on the triangular mesh, in such a way that ~i(z) = 0 in all modes except one, 
where ~(x) = 1. In this case V~i • V~j is constant on any triangle and 
{/. }N O(a)  = a V~i  . V~j dx 
i , j=l  
~ 1/A,.-... {/A }N 
- - "  dx  . a dx Vial • V~j 
k k i , j=l  
N 
i5=1 
Thus, defining the matrices 
Gk = V¢ i  • V~j dx , 
h id=l  
we obtain ) G(a) = .dx  6 , .  (4.5) 
AS h 
Of course, matrix Gk has, at worst, three nonzero rows (columns) for a two dimensional triangular 
mesh. If the number of triangles in the mesh is M, then 
: L2([~) --~ R M, 
and we may write 
G(Qad)  = {(a l , . . . , a )M " v < a k ~ ~}, 
{(~(a)}. = [A--~T/z x adz=at ,  
k 
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that is, the average value of a over Ak. Hence, in this case, the functional ,IN is minimized over 
a rectangular cell in R M. 
REMARK 4.1. We have actually carried out several numerical experiments with the above al- 
gorithm. However, as it could be expected, the w*-topology in .Aad is too weak to produce 
satisfactory results. An introduction of stabilizing procedures brings some improvement, how- 
ever, we still cannot fully justify it. Thus, a restriction of the admissible set .Aad might be 
necessary in specific problems. One such method restricts the admissible set to a subset K of 
,Aad , compact in LZ(f~). Such a set K can be taken as K = {a E ,Aad : Vat (a) ~ const.}. This 
set still contains a variety of discontinuous coefficients of interest. Details of this approach as 
well as description of numerical experiments can be found in [5,6]. 
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APPENDIX  
~-conl/er~enc¢ 
In this section, we collect pertinent facts from [8,9], without proof, concerning G-convergence that are useful 
in establiJhing the generalized existence results of Section 2, and prove some additional results. Let V = H01 (f$), 
H ffi L2(12) and V I -- H -z  (f~), so that V is separable, reflexive and dense in H, and V is compactly imbedded in 
H. We use L~(O,T;X) to denote the space of functions u with values u(t) in X that are strongly measurable on 
[0,T] with respect o Lehesgue measure on [0,T], and such that 
( IT \ a/2 
I[UI[L'(O'T:X) = LJo [[u(t)"2 dr) < +oo. 
We set I) = L(O,T;V),7"I = L2(O,T;H) and ~/' = L2(O,T;V'). We define the space ~'V by YV = {u E L2(O,T;V) : 
du E L(O, T; VI)). The norm on YV is given by 
du 2 ~ I/2 
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RESULT A. I .  It can be shown [9] that W is compactly imbedded in C(O,T;H), where C(O,T;H) is the space of 
functions u with values u(t) in H that are continuous from [0,T] into H. It follows then that 
Wo = (~ E w:  ~(o) = o) 
is well-defined and is a dosed subspace of YY. 
We first consider coercive operators between V and V I. 
DEFINITION A. I .  A continuous linear operator A : V -+ V I is called coercive if there exists a number A0 > 0 such 
that, for any u E V, 
(Au, u) _> :~0ll~,ll~,. (AA) 
The collection of such operators satisfying (A.1) and 
IIAII _< ~i (A.2) 
is denoted by E(A0, At). 
REMARK A. I .  If f E V I, then there exists a urdque solution u E V such that 
Au = f, 
with 
Ilullv = I IA-af l lv < ~o ~ II/llv'., 
DEFINITION A.2. A sequence Ak : V --* V I of coercive operators is G-convergent to an operator / l ,  Ak _GG /L i~ 
for any f and g in V I, 
kHmoo(g ' a.~l f) = (g, .~-1 f). 
Recall that an operator A E/~(A0, AI ) is said to be self-adjoint if for any u, v E V, 
(A ~, v) = (~, A v). 
In the case of seff-adjoint operators in E(A0, )q ) we have the following compactness result. 
RESULT A.2. Let Ak : V --* V* be a sequence of seff-adjoint operators in/~(A0,A1). Then there is a sul~equence 
{Ak,)~=l of {Ak}~°ffil and a self-adjoint operator .4 in E(~0,)t l )  such that A k, ~ A, as k* --* oo. 
We are interested in the following specialization to second order linear differential operators. Using the multi- 
index notation with ~ = (~1 . . . . .  o~n) for non_negative integers ~j,  j = 1 . . . . .  n, with I~1 = ~=1 ~,  and 
01~1 
D R ..~ 
we consider, in f~, linear second-order differential operators of the form 
A= E (-1) IalD'~a'*#(x)D/3' xEf l ,  (A.3) 
Ial,l~l<_a 
where a~# are bounded, measurable functions in fL We define an operator A : V --* V' corresponding to (A.3). 
Given f E V',  then we say that A u = f if, for any ~ E V, 
E ac'#D#u'DC'~a= (f'~)" (A.4) 
lal,lal<_1 
The left side of (A.4) is given in terms of a bilinear form for Mmost all x E f~, 
a(z,~,n)= Z ao# ~a n,,, R", E 
[al,l~l<l 






where A0 = coast 
~,n ER", 
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We say that a differential operator A of the form (,4.3) be/ongs to E(A0, Aa ) if its coefficients 
I I~a l l ,~m)  < Aa, for I~1,181 < 1, A1 =const .  > O, 
E ~aa#O#uDC'udx>>. Ao Ilull~,, 
lal=l#l=~ 
> 0 and u ~ V. The operator A belongs to S(Ao,A1) if, for almost every x ~ fl and any 
(i) Ao I~1 ~ <_ a (z ,~,O < ~ I~1 ~ where ~0 and AI are positive constants, 
(a) ~ = ~o,  ~or I ~ I, I ~ I< ~, and 
(iii) [a(x, {, ~)1 <_ a(z, ~, ~)~/~a(x, ~, ~)~/~. 
We ca//the set of functions {ra(u,A)  :[ a [_< 1}, given by 
r~(u,A) = ~ a~(~)D#u, 
I.~1_~1 
the A-gradient of u. 
I o,l< 1,~ e v, 
DEFINITION A.4. A sequence of operators {At)  in /~(A0,AI) is strongly G-convergent, as k --* oo, to A in 
E(Ao,A1), denoted by Ak ~ A, if A t  ~ .4 and ro(ut,Ak) ~ ro(u,A) wealdy in L2(G) as k --* co, where 
At ut  = .4u ,  ut ,uEV.  
DEFINITION A.5. A sequence of operators {At}  in E( ~o, AI ) with coefficients {a~} satisfies the N-condition in 
fl, if for each multi-index ~/ with H <- 1, there exists a sequence {N~} of functions for whlch the following holds 
as k-.~. oo 
0) N~ e H ~ {e), N~ -~ 0 we~y in H ~(n), 
(ii) ?~k _ ~1.~1.=1 ,k r~'~ zqk a k weakly in L2(f}) and 
D (%~ - ao~) -. 0 in norm, in H-I(O), for 18 1 < 1. Oii) ~ ,~,=,  ° -t 
If a sequence of operators At in E(A0, A1 ) with coefficients {a~#} satisfies the N-condition in ~ and the 
coefficients {daiS) are determined as above, then we write {aka~} N {aa#). 
The following results hold relating N-convergence, E(A0, AI ) and strong G-convergence. 
RESULT A.3. Let {At) be a sequence of operators in E(A0, At). Then At ~ .~ if and only if {aka#} _N {t~a#} '
where {akats} is the coefficient matrix corresponding to At, and {ha# ) to/i. 
As for compactness we have the following result. 
RESULT A.4. Each sequence {At) of operators in/~(A0, At) contains a sutmequence {At, ) satisfying the N-con- 
dition in ~. 
From Results A.3 and A.4 the following compactness result holds. 
RESULT A.5. Every sequence {At} of operators in/~(A0, AI) contains a suboequence {At, } such that A t, =~ /i 
as k' --+ co, and A lles in E(A0, AI) where A1 depends only on A0 and AI. 
Finally, specializing to the case of S()~0, AI), we have the following result. 
RESULT A.6. Every sequence {At) in S(A0,AI) contains a subsequence {At*} such that A t, ~ .4 as k' ---+ co, 
where A E S(A0,AI). 
It is this class of operators, S(A0,AI), that form the elliptic part of the parabolic operators for which our 
problems are formulated. Let us consider parabolic operators 
Pf~+A,  
where A E S(Ao,AI). 
REMARK A.2. Let A E S(A0, A1 ). Then it is well known that for any f E Vt, there exists a unique solution u E FPo 
such that P u = f. Hence, the inverse operator p -1  : Vt ~ P~o is well-defined. 
DEFINITION A.6. A sequence of p~rabolic operators Pt : 141o ~-+ V t is said to G-converge to a parabolic operator 
/~ : Wo ~ Y' if 
p~-lf .., is- l!  
weakly in Wo as k --* co, and we write Pt o_, p.  
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REMARK A.3. Observing that 1W0 is compactly imbedded in C°(O,T;H), a subsequence {p~af}  of {p~l f}  
converges to p - I  f in C 0 (0, T; H). 
Generally, for operators 
= A( t )  = ~_, (-1)l'~l Da(aa~(x,t )O~),  A (A.5) 
G-convergence ofAt, does not imply the G-convergence of the associated parabolic operators. Furthermore, the G- 
convergence ofparabolic operators Pk with associated elliptic operators given by (A.5) does not preserve symmetry. 
However, for the case in which the elliptic parts are in S()~0,)~I), we have the following result. 
RESULT A.7. Let Pk = ~tt + At be a sequence of parabolic operators uch that Ak E S().0,)q). Then there is a 
subsequence {Ak~} such that Ak, =~ A in ~,.4 ~ S(A0,~I) and P~ _.G/5 in Q as k ~ ---, oo. 
The above result yields G-converge for parabolic problems with homogeneous initial conditions. In the following, 
we prove results for G-convergence for system (1.2). Here, we assume that Ak and A ~ S(A0, ~1), and let uk and 
u be unique weak solutions to 
and 
0 
(i) ~uk  + A~ ~ = 1, ~,k(o) = ~o, 
(~) b7 + A ~ = 1, ~(0) = ~0. 
We denote by vk = p~l f  and v = p - i f  solutions of 
0 
(i) ~k  + Ah ~k = f,  ~k(o) = o, 
and 
(A.6) 
(a) ~ + A,~ = f,  ,~(o) = o. (A.r)  
It is well-known that the operators -Ak , -A  generate semigroups Sk(t) and S(t) on H - L2(G). Thus, Sk(t)u0 
and S( t ) .0  are sointious of (A.6)(i) and (A.~)(ii) for f = 0, ~pec~vdy.  
THEOREM A. I .  Let u k and u be so]utiolzs of (A.6), where f E L2(O,T;H-Z(f l))  and uo E L2(G). ZfAk _~G A, 
then u k - -  u in L~(Q). 
PROOF. We first prove that Ak _G A implies Sk(t) vo --* $(t)vo, for any vo E L2(G) and 0 < t < co. Indeed, vo 
may be assumed to be H01(~), since this space is dense in L2(G). Thus, Av0 E H- t  (f~) and the function 
tAro ,  0<t<l ,  
,q(t) = O, t > 1, 
belongs to L2(0,T,H- I( f$)) ,  T > 0. Now A'~lg(t) ---, A - lg ( t )  weakly in H01(f/), from the G-convergence of Ak 
to A. Moreover, the convergence is dearly in C(O,T;L2(G)). Thus, in particular A~'19(1) --* A-19(1) and 
sk(t) [A~-~g(1)] - ,  s(t) [A -~9( I ) ] ,  
for any t > 0, since T is arbitrary. Note that 
A- lg( t )  = tvo, for 0 < t _< 1. 
Thus, we have 
IlSk(t) ~o - S(t)voll~ = IlSk(t) A-a g(1) - S ( t )  A-Xg(1) l l~t  
< [[S~(t)A-aa(1) - Sh(t)A~-'g(1)llh' + IlSk(t) A~ag(1) -- S(t) A-aa(1)llH • 
The first term on the right side is estimated as 
liSA(t) (A -aa(1)  - A~xg(1))IIH <_ IIA-ag(1) - Ak -ag(1) l lH  • 
Accordingly, the right side goes to zero, since A~ .~G A. Thus, AI~ ~ A implies the convergence of the semigroups. 
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Let wk(t) = uh(t) - Sk(t )u0 and 
Then ,  it follows that  
and 
=(t )  = u( t )  - sc t )~o.  
0 
~wk + Ak wk = 1, wk(0) = 0. 
0 
- -w  + A w = l ,  w(0) = 0. 
Ot 
Since Ak G A, we have wk(t) --* w(t) in C(O,T;H), but  we see that  
Iluk(t) - u(t ) l l  = l i ck ( t )  + S~(t )~o - ~( t )  - S ( t )~o i l  
<_ l i ck ( t )  - ~( t ) l l  + I lSk(t )  ~o - S(~) ~o11. 
As we have seen, the  right side converges to zero. 
